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CIAB/ 1(611)/ 17-18/ N-Pur                            14th August, 2018 

 
 
 
To 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NOTICE INVITING QUOTATION 
 

Dear Sirs, 
 
Sealed Quotations in single bid system are invited from Manufacturers/Authorized Distributor/Authorized Dealer on 
behalf of Chief Executive Officer CIAB, Mohali for the purchase of following items so as to reach latest by                       
12th September, 2018 on or before 14:30 PM.  The Quotations will be opened on the same day at 15:00 PM in the 
presence of tenderers, if any: 
 
 

S.No. Description Qty 

01 Table Top Centrifuge with Rotors 01 

Technical specifications of table top centrifuge with rotors 
 

1)      Capacity: 3 liters or more. 

2)      Temperature range: -9 to +40°C or better.                                                                           

3)      Refrigerant: CFC free                                                                     

4)      Centrifugation speed: 20000 X g or more.                                                                             

5)      LCD display of programmable time, temperature, acceleration and deceleration of speed.           

6)      Program memory: 5 or more.                                                                     

7)      Indicator for rotor imbalance. 

8)      Speed accuracy/steps/increments between 10 and 100 x g/rpm or better. 

9)      Acceleration/deceleration rates: 9/10 or better. 

10)   Noise level: < 65 dB or less. 

11)   Compact design with dimensions: 490 (H) x 750 (W) x 670 (D) mm ( + 30mm) 

12)   Rotor options: 10 or more. 

13)   Machine should have a provision to spin 1.5/2ml, 15 ml, 50 ml, and 500 ml (or more) bottle or       tube 

and MTP/PCR plates                                                                          
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14)   Provide fixed angle rotor with following capacity (with adapter)                                                                

i)          6 or more 15 ml and 50 ml tubes                                                        

ii)         24 or more 1.5/2 ml tubes                                                    

15)   Provide swing bucket rotor, with following capacity                                                                         

i)           4 or more 500 ml bottles (with or without adapter)                                                  

ii)          16 or more 50 ml tubes and U shaped tubes (with adapter)                                                  

iii)         36 or more 15 ml tubes and U shaped tubes (with adapter)                                                  

iv)         2 or more MTP/PCR plates                                                   

One set of adapters should be included in the bid if applicable for the required model/make for alternate size 

of tubes, plates etc. 

 

General Conditions : - 

1. The complete system (hardware and software) with accessories, consumables necessary for start-up must 
be quoted. Maintenance kit, if any, should be quoted. Any other absolutely essential accessories for the 
proper functioning / Operation of the equipment which is not mentioned above should be quoted along 
with the equipment.   

2. Free installation and training must be conducted.   
3. Bidder should give compliance statement point wise showing/highlighting items part no/serial number as 

quoted in their quotation for comprehensive technical comparison. Proof of compliance should be 
mentioned point wise in the catalogue. 

4. Failing in compliance and proof of compliance will cause cancellation of the bid without any further 
notice/information.. 

5. The bidder should have supplied at least three equipments (quoted equipment) to any Central Govt./State 
Govt./PSUs/Autonomous bodies in the past five years.  The details should be incorporated in the 
performance statement form along with documentary evidence. 

6. Item wise rate should be provided in the price bid.   
7. The bidder is also requested to quote for the AMC (Annexure “A”) and CMC/Extended Warranty 

(Annexure “B”) of five years after the completion of warranty from the date of installation. (optional) 
8. Those firms who are quoting the rates in foreign currency should clear the items from the New Delhi 

Airport and hand over the same to NABI, Mohali.  CIAB will provide the necessary custom duty 
exemption certificate along with the concessional customs duty as per actuals.  DO charges and IAAI 
charges will be given to the firm as per the actual receipts (No demurrages).  All other charges such as 
customs clearance charges, Inland transportation, loading and unloading charges etc. should be inclusive 
of the quoted prices. (No deviation) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
BEFORE QUOTING, PLEASE READ THE INSTRUCTIONS OVERLEAF CAREFULLY 
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You are therefore requested to please send your offer in two bid system indicating the maximum discount offered, 
installation charges along with a copy of authorization certificate issued by the principals/OEM.  The prices and 
taxes should be quoted separately in the price bid.  The quotations must accompany a Demand Draft amounting to                
Rs.14000 being EMD in the name of the Chief Executive Officer, Center of Innovative and Applied Bioprocessing, 
Mohali must be sent in a sealed envelope duly super-scribed on top of envelope as “Quotation for 
___________________ “ so as reach to the CIAB latest by _________ and the same will be opened on same day 
at ________ 
 
 

                            
 
 

Yours faithfully,  
                                                           -sd-  

                                             (S. Krishnan) 
                           Stores and Purchase Officer 
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

1. Inquiry will be sent by UPC/Courier/Speed Post/E-mail and CIAB will not be liable for any kind of Postal delay. 
 

2. The Quotation Should be addressed to the Chief Executive Officer, CIAB Mohali invariably giving on the envelop 
Reference No. with due date and time. 

 

3. The tender document is available on eprocure.gov.in and can also be downloaded free of cost from our CIAB 
Website: www.ciab.res.in  
 

4. Every tender shall be accompanied with the required Earnest Money Deposit in the form of Demand Draft drawn in 
favour of “Center of Innovative and Applied Bioprocessing” payable at Mohali.  Any tender not accompanied by such 
earnest money will be rejected straight way. 
 

5. The rates quoted in the tender shall remain valid for a period of 90 days from the date of opening of the tender 
document.  No tenderer can withdraw or revokes the tender or revises or alters or modifies the tender for any items 
or condition within the period mentioned in the tender notice, his/her earnest money shall stand forfeited.  
Notwithstanding foregoing, the institute reserves the right to take other actions as deemed appropriate.   In case 
the successful tenderer after award of acceptance of works fails to perform as per purchase order or violates any 
condition of tender, the security deposit/performance security will be forfeited/encashed. 
 

6. In case of two bid system the tenders should be submitted containing (a) Technical Bid consisting of all technical 
details along with commercial terms and conditions and (b) Financial Bid indicating item wise price for the items 
mentioned in technical bid.  The technical and financial bid should be sealed by the bidder in separate covers duly 
super-scribed and both these covers must be put in a bigger cover which should also be sealed and duly super-
scribed.  CIAB will not pay any expense whatsoever incurred by tenderer for the preparation and submission of 
tenders. 
 

7. The Notice inviting tender, will form part of the contract agreement/Purchase order to be executed by the successful 
tenderer with the CIAB. 
 

8. All the correspondence on the tender shall be addressed to Chief Executive Officer, Center of Innovative and Applied 
Bioprocessing, Mohali and any communication addressed to anyone else shall not in any manner to be binding upon 
the CIAB, Mohali 
 

9. The tenderer shall submit a copy of PAN/GST numbers allotted to them.  The agency should not have been blacklisted 
by any government organisation/PSU in the past.  The certificate in this regard should be signed by the bidder as 
per the format enclosed in Annexure “A”  
 

10. The successful tenderer shall be required to deposit an amount equal to 10% of the tender value as performance 
security within 10 days from the date of the issue of letter of acceptance if the payment is made through 100% LC.  
If the payment is made through credit, the supplier should provide the Performance Bank Guarantee after the 
successful installation of items.  The EMD will be released to the firm after the receipt of Performance Bank 
Guarantee.  Performance security may be deposited in the form of Demand Draft or Bank Guarantee from any 
scheduled bank which shall be valid till completion of warranty period of quoted/ordered items.  In case of violation 
of any condition of Tender, the security Deposit/BG will be forfeited or revoked. 

 

11. The Quantity mentioned in this inquiry and shall be deemed to be only approximate and will not in any manner be 
binding on the Institute. 
 

http://www.ciab.res.in/
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12. The quotation should be enclosed in a sealed envelope. 

 

13. Firms will quote separately for each article. 
 

14. In case of Ex-godown terms the amount of packaging forwarding freight etc. should clearly be indicated by 
percentage or lump sum amount.  For imports, the institute has exempted from paying full Customs and Excise Duty 
and the GST will be exempted as per the present GOI norms.   For Indigenous Supplies, GST shall be paid @ 5% as 
per GOI Notification Nos 45/2017 & 47/2017 dated 14th Nov’ 2017.  The exemption certificate shall be provided 
at the time of placing Supply Orders.   

 

15. The delivery period should be specifically stated.  EX-Stock and earlier delivery may be preferred. 
 

16. The firms are requested to give detailed description and specifications together with the detailed drawings if any, 
printed leaflets and literature of the Article quoted.  The name of the manufacturers and country of manufacture 
should also invariably be stated and in the absence of these particulars the quotation is liable for rejection.  The 
firm should fill the details in the compliance statement along with supporting documents as per the format 
mentioned in the  Annexure “B” 

 

17. Price Reasonability Certificate 
Please quote best minimum prices applicable for a premier Research Institution, leaving no scope for any further negotiations 

on prices.    
The quoting party should give a certificate to the effect that the quoted prices are the minimum and they have not quoted the 

same item on lesser rates than those being offered to CIAB to any other customer nor they will do so till the validity of offer or 

execution of the purchase order, which ever is later.  

 

The Price Reasonability Certificate shall be attached only with the price bid as per the format mentioned in the Annexure “C” 

 

18. The rates quoted should be in Nos and otherwise your quotations is liable to be ignored. 
 

19. Late or delayed quotation will not be accepted. 
 

20. The Executive Director has the right to reject to your quotations and does not bind itself to accept the lowest or split up the 
requirements or relay any or all the above conditions without assigning any reason is reserved. 

 

                                                                                                                                                                 Yours faithfully, 
                                      sd-  

(S. Krishnan) 

                                           Stores and Purchase 

Officer 

Note: Failing in complying the above terms and conditions and submission of documentary proof as 

requested by CIAB will cause cancellation of the bid/quote without any further notice/information. 
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ANNEXURE ‘A’ 

Ref No: CIAB/1( 611 )/17-18/N-PUR  

 

CERTIFICATE 

 
i) I/ we have gone through and understood the requirements given in the CIAB -Tender Notice no. 

CIAB/1(611 )/17-18/N-PUR dated    14.08.2018 and rates have been quoted accordingly. 
 

ii) /We have gone through the terms and conditions stipulated in the tender documents and confirm 
to abide by the same.     

 

iii) That the information furnished by me /us is true and correct. 
 

iv)  We hereby inform you that we have not been blacklisted by any Government organization/ 
department/Central Government/State Government funded autonomous bodies/Central/State 
Universities. 
 

 
 

   

       Seal and the Authorized Signature of the tenderer 
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ANNEXURE “B” 

 

FORMAT OF COMPLIANCE STATEMENT OF SPECIFICATIONS 

 

Sr. 

No 

Name of 

specifications/part / 

Accessories of tender 

enquiry 

Specifications of  quoted 

Model/ Item 

Compliance 

Whether “YES”  or 

“NO” 

Deviation, if any, 

to be indicated 

in unambiguous 

terms 

1 2 3 4 5 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Seal and Signature of the tenderer 
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ANNEXURE “C” 

 

 

PRICE REASONABILITY CERTIFICATE 

 

 

This is to certify that we have offered the maximum possible discount to you in our Quotation No. 

________________ dated _______ for (Currency/Value)__________.    

 

We would like to certify that the quoted price are the minimum and we have not quoted the same item on lesser 

rates than those being offered to CIAB to any other customer nor they will do so till the validity of offer or 

execution of purchase order, whichever is later.  

 

 

 

          

      Seal and Signature of the tenderer 

 

 


